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The Irony Of American History
Biden tonight, like LBJ in 1964, Ford in 1975, Reagan in 1981, and Obama in 2009, is ready to make
some terraforming asks to a pliant Congress.
Beware of Big Presidential Speeches During Times of Crisis
at the cost of many billions of dollars and many thousands of American and Vietnamese lives,
virtually no one can credibly maintain that the effort was successful. Writing history, especially
history ...
The Irony of Vietnam: The System Worked
In The Irony of American History, Niebuhr observed that “Nations, as individuals, who are
completely innocent in their own esteem are insufferable in their human contacts.” Greene clearly
felt ...
The Return of the Quiet American
Yet, it’s clear that many of the same people who seek to cancel conservative icons lack even a
basic understanding of American history ... But here’s the irony: just a week prior, they ...
Jeremy Hunt: Black history vs. cancel culture – you have to tell the whole story. Here's
why
Dana White's "apolitical" UFC is a thing of imagination. The sports industry is a lot of things.
Exciting. Intriguing. Captivating. The ...
Opinion: Dana White’s ‘apolitical’ UFC is a thing of imagination
At the top, which reaches around 44 feet, is the bookish muse of History, consulting a tome ... left
photographs of him beside cut flowers and American flags. A cardboard sign said, “Rest ...
The Tragic Irony of the U.S. Capitol’s Peace Monument
Pretending the American story is simpler than it actually is allows America's political opponents an
opportunity.
In Rick Santorum’s simplified version of American history, Native Americans are a
footnote
Homer was already considered a “classic” in the fifth century B.C., but the poems and the identity
of whoever composed them have long been a mystery. Who was Homer? How did he make his
poems? Were the ...
Kicking Homer to the Curb: The American Scholar Who Upended the Classics
The idea of an “America First Caucus” seems to have hit a snag. A draft of a policy platform leaked
last Friday, revealing that members of Congress, led by Georgia Republican Congresswoman
Marjorie ...
The 'America First Caucus' Is Backtracking, But Its Mistaken Ideas About 'Anglo-Saxon'
History Still Have Scholars Concerned
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A March 29 Gallup report found that U.S. church membership fell below 50% for the first time in
Gallup’s 80-year history of polling ... cause for the decline of American religiosity: the ...
Why political polarization is a threat to Americans' religious liberty
Gairdner refutes the popular belief in cultural relativism by showing that there are hundreds of wellestablished cross-cultural "human universals." ...
The Book of Absolutes: A Critique of Relativism and a Defence of Universals
Sports columnist and panelist on ESPN’s “Around the Horn,” Kevin Blackistone explains the
intertwined history of civil rights and sports in Atlanta, and argues that sport leagues should ...
Kevin Blackistone: There’s a ‘historical irony’ to the intersection of sports and GA’s new
voting law
Opinion column from Furman education professor condemns SC bill that would conform history
curricula in SC schools to 1776 Commission report tenets.
Opinion: The battle over teaching history in SC
From Sunday's announcement to Tuesday's implosion, the Super League will leave a mark on
soccer that will be hard to forget.
The Hilarity and Irony We'll Remember Most From the Super League's 56-Hour Lifespan
If what we saw on Tuesday and Wednesday is to be believed, clubs in both Liga MX and MLS are
treating the competition with a legitimacy that they haven't always.
3 Signs We’re Watching A New Era Of The Concacaf Champions League
Look at some of the great American institutions and traditions that have been canceled by cancel
culture, which until recently did not have a cool name: Those folksy segregated drinking fountains
...
The irony of crying 'cancel culture' on MLB for striking All-Star Game from Atlanta
So, ponder the terrible irony of those that will fall ill and perhaps die in the next month. It reminds
me of a bit of history that I ... The last American to die was Henry Gunther, who charged ...
Letter: With pandemic’s end in sight, a word of warning from the last moments of WWI
Adam deepened American poetry. His work is accessible and serious, weighted down by tragedy,
informed by historical understanding. “Two contradictory elements meet in poetry: ecstasy and
irony ...
Essay: Houston gave poet Adam Zagajewski, 1945-2021, the space to praise the
'mutilated world'
The irony of all of this is that it was an African American who first introduced the ... However, more
than 300 years after Onesimus’ history-changing revelation, African Americans have ...
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